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SESSION HANDOUT 
 
Presenter 
Kass Martin 
 

Schedule 

20 min: Mini warm up class 

30 min: Break down of popular dances of the 60’s, 70’s, 80’s and 90’s to use 

in your classes right away. 

70 min: Master Class incorporating new moves and rhythms 
(Total: 2 hours) 
 

Session Objective 
What song choices are you using for your 30% non-international rhythms? 

Wanting more ideas? Well this class is the class for you! In our Dancin’ Thru the 

Decades class we will be going over our favorite dances of the decades. Spice 

up your Zumba® class with hits from the 60’s, 70’s, 80’s and 90’s. Your students 

will take a trip down memory lane with songs they used to party to, giving variety 

to your classes and making your more of a diverse instructor. 
 

Malt Shop Era 
The music of the 50's and 60's was referred to as the Malt Shop Era, where 

your favorite radio station was your personal juke box. These great hits brought 

about fun dances such as: Jitterbug, Twist, Rock and Roll Triple Step. 

 

Disco 
We may not be back at Studio 54 but we are bringing disco back to life! Disco 

dance is for everyone. Disco is a dance phenomenon that swept the nation in the 

late 70s. In the outside world you may not fit in, but in disco everyone fits in and is 

a rockstar. Disco was viewed as more than just music or dancing. Disco was a 

lifestyle, an image, an identity. Much like how we feel about Zumba. 
 

Add moves such as the Roger Rabbit, Robo Cop, Running Man, Electric Slide, 
Cabbage Patch and you’ll bring your students right back to their high school 
dances. 
 

How to Spice up your ZUmba Class and make it a Zumba Decades Night! 
Spread the word and have your students dress in their favorite era! Make sure 

you make a statement in your own personal style. If you’re going to represent 

your Malt Shop faves throw on a poodle skirt for you gals or tight jeans and a tee 

for your men, and you’re set! How about Disco? For a man, accessories with 

hats, bow ties and suspenders. You can never go wrong with the three piece 

suit like Travolta wore in Saturday night Fever. For women, 

throw on a designer dress or psychedelic colorful pieces, 
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jump suits and leotards. Representing the 80’s? Add satin, lace, sequence, neon 

colors, leg warmers, leather...anything that makes you feel your best and ready 

to shake it! If the 90’s was your time to shine go big and bold with MC Hammer 

style pants, backwards hats, neon clothes, crazy patterns and glittery tops. Get 

a disco ball and colorful lighting to set the mood. 

 

Sticking with Disco? Here are popular Disco moves to incorporate in your class: 
1. The Hustle is the best and most famous disco dance move. Take four steps 

to the right and tap, four steps to the left and tap, followed by backwards and 

then forwards. 

 

2. 'The Point', as John Travolta did in 'Saturday Night Fever'. Any disco dance 

move should leave room for hand movements. It is the only way the dance will 

look complete. Point to your “exits”, your neighbor or to your left and right and 

don’t forget to add your own flavor. 

 

3. The Thrust-Thrusting your hips and using pelvic movements from side to 

side was inspired by Latin American dances. As are the hand 

movements, hip movements also form the signature step in disco dance. 

 

4. The all-famous Butt Bump is the easiest disco dance move to perform. The 

butt bump, performed with a partner, is a perfect dance filler. Jump to the side, 

connect hips with your neighbor and again on the other side with another 

neighbor. 

 

5. Box Step is a well-known disco dance move. Step out to your right, cross 

over with your left leg, and step back with your right leg and then out with 

your left. Repeat and switch sides. 

 

6. Hand and shoulder movements are key to disco dance. Circling the hands 

and arms and tilting the shoulders side to side give your disco dance flare. 
 

Choreography Notes: 
 

I saw Her Standing There- Beatles 
 

Intro: step touch verse: step kick, walk, walk, step kick...side to side. Add arms 

flinging to the sky with the kicks. Do this four times. Then step to the side while 

swinging arms up and down. Chorus: claps facing the side-single, double...”oooo” 

arms go overhead to other side. Make a peace sign with your fingers and bring 

them across your face over your eyes on “saw her”. Walking backward back into 

beginning position. verse: chorus: Bridge: “Heart went boom” Stand in a soft 

squat-push arms out from side and center and side Verse Chorus Bridge Verse 

Chorus Repeat End 
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Johnny B Goode-Chuck Berry 

 
Intro- "grease your hair" move and foot in and out to side and back to center 

Verse-kick ball change to the side 4 times. Step touch with snapping fingers 

Chorus-legs wiggling in and out at knees. Arms out crossing body with spirit 

fingers. Then up and out. Repeat... 

Verse 

Chorus Intro-"grease your hair" Intro Verse Chorus End 
 

Proud  Mary        -Tina    Turner     
(Edit music to start at 2:21. Directions below)  

Intro-run in place with arms waving above 

Verse-clap up and down Chorus-rolling arms to the upper corner "Rollin" hip rolls 8 
each side add head for dramatic flair Train chug to the side. Song arms up on 
guitar accent  

Verse 

Chorus Rollin Chug to side-arms Run in place Verse Chorus Rollin Chug Run in 
place Rollin 

 

 
Dancing  Queen-ABBA 

Intro-step touch "you can dance"- arms up and down. One up left, one up right, 

bring both down the body Chorus-arms together and separate as if you're 

parting the sea while feet are double stepping forward. Double step back with 

arms in a waving motion-like water Verse-foot forward and back traveling to the 

side. turn in a circle and add scarf arms to the side Step touch Dancing queen- 

Samba cross side to side "You can dance" Chorus See that girl Step touch 

Verse Dancing queen 
"You can dance" Chorus 

 

Blame  it on the boogie-Michael    Jackson 

Intro-step touch to the side two times L R with MJ snappy fingers. Repeat side 

to side Verse-step touch L R with arms circling 5 times. Step out L R Michael 

Jackson move-rock up on toes while arms go up to the sky and drag down 

Chorus- sunshine-bounce in place with heels kicking up and sunshine arms 

Moonlight-step touch R L Good times-hip rolls Boogie-lean down to the side 

while arms are boogying 

Verse- Chorus- "I just can't control my feet"-go crazy with crazy feet :) Chorus Intro 
Verse Chorus Chorus-with claps. Get your students to sing along with you. :) 
Chorus 

 
Nasty  Boys-Janet    Jackson 

Intro-knee pop 8 each side Break down chorus moves slowly for students to 

follow Verse- shoulder jerks S S D Chorus-hands cross out in 

front-LR Then open out. body roll. four heel lifts. four snakes. 
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Verse- Chorus- Chorus- Intro- (be turning around to have your back to your 

students so they can follow the circle with you) Bridge-3 diva walks in a circle. 

Chorus- Break-Reach up, slap ground and roll up. Repeat Chorus Intro-knee pop 

add arms Rap- step touch-clapping over hear-Get your students to sing "nasty 

boys" Break- 

 
Dropped  a    Bomb    On    Me-The    Gap    Band 

Verse-standing at the diagonal. Heel toe 4 times with L foot followed by a two 

booty pushes each side L and R. Then Heel toe on the R side now that you’re 

facing that direction followed by booty pushes Bomb-butterfly for four. Step scuff 

step clap followed by two 

jumps to the side and get jiggy for four counts. Verse 

Bomb Verse Bomb 
 

*All songs can be found on ITunes. 

Editing music: While in ITunes. Highlight the song that needs editing. Go to above 

info bar, click on EDIT. Click on GET INFO. A screen will come up that has 

options of what you can do with the song, including start and stop times. This is 

where you will edit Proud Mary to start at 2:21 
 
 
 

 
 

 


